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Abstract. The AMBRE Spectral Library comprises the archived spectra
of the FEROS, HARPS and UVES ESO spectrographs and their stellar parameters derived by automatic parameterisation. With this extensive set of
stellar parameters and radial velocities, analyses regarding element abundances has been carried out, enriching this dataset further. Initial projects
regarding Lithium and Iron-peak abundances in the galactic disk showcase
the usefulness of this library. The cross-match of the objects within the
AMBRE Spectra Library with the Gaia first release of the parallaxes for
the Tycho 2 catalogue (TGAS) have proved a key resource in investigating
the chemical distribution of the Gaia galactic populations.
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1.

Introduction

The AMBRE Project is a collaboration between the Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur
(OCA) and the European Southern Observatory (ESO) to provide stellar parameters
for the archived spectra of the FEROS, HARPS, UVES and Flames-GIRAFFE spectrographs. The analysis of the first three datasets is now complete (Worley et al. 2016;
De Pascale, et al. 2014; Worley et al. 2012b) and was performed using the automated
parameterisation algorithm, MATISSE, which has been developed at OCA primarily for the ESA:Gaia mission and used extensively in other large scale spectroscopic
projects (Recio-Blanco et al. 2016; Recio-Blanco, Bijaoui, and de Laverny 2006).
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Table 1. Number of Spectra (Spec) and Number of Stars for which AMBRE stellar parameters
(T eff , log g, [M/H]) and radial velocities have been derived

AMBRE Values
T eff , log g, [M/H]
Radial Velocity

FEROS
No. Spec No. Star
6,508
3,087
11,963

HARPS
No. Spec No. Star
90,174
10,706

UVES
No. Spec No. Star
12,403
3,708
36,881

The AMBRE products comprise effective temperature (T eff ), surface gravity (log g),
mean metallicity ([M/H]), and global alpha abundance ([α/Fe]), as well as radial velocity. In the case of HARPS the radial velocities are already provided as part of the
ESO:HARPS products, thus AMBRE radial velocities were only calculated to supplement this sample. Table 1 summarises the number of derived stellar parameter
products for each completed dataset.
The AMBRE project, which commenced in 2009, has produced several technical
and science outcomes which are summarised in the following sections.

2.

AMBRE Technical Applications

The AMBRE analysis is based upon the AMBRE Synthetic Spectra Grid, against
which the MATISSE algorithm creates it’s training set for the specific dataset parameterisation. Described in full in de Laverny, et al. (2012), the synthetic spectra
grid is based upon the MARCS stellar atmosphere models (Gustafsson et al. 2008)
which cover the FGKM parameter space. It has full optical wavelength coverage from
3000Å to 12,000Å at a resolution of R>150,000 that can be sliced and convolved to
the requirements of any project.
Projects in which the AMBRE Synthetic Spectra Grid has been used by the OCA
team are AMBRE, Gaia RVS stellar parameterisation and Gaia-ESO Survey Node
stellar parameterisation. It is also used as the basis of the GAUFRE χ2 analysis at
OCA. Other large scale spectroscopic projects making use of the AMBRE Grid are
within the GALAH Radial Velocity and Stellar Parameter pipelines, and creating simulations for the preparations for the upcoming WEAVE instrument and survey on the
WHT. It has also been used for focused projects such as estimating Ca II surface fluxes
for rotation-activity correlations in K and M dwarfs (Houdebine et al. 2016). As such
it is a comprehensive well-sampled stellar spectra grid which has a wide range of applications that will continue to be useful to the spectroscopic community now and in
the future.

3.

AMBRE Science Applications

The AMBRE dataset comprises a spectral library of high quality spectra and homogeneously determined stellar parameters. It has been used in several projects including

AMBRE and Gaia DR1
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to explore the photometric supplementary data and so characterise the metallicity distribution of the stellar disk populations in the FEROS sample (Worley et al. 2012a),
to extract the globular cluster and open cluster samples in the UVES dataset, to investigate key stellar evolution samples such as the metal-poor stars in AMBRE, and
independent confirmation of stellar twin parameters (Jofré et al. 2015). Further analysis was carried out at OCA to derive Lithium (Guiglion et al. 2016) and Iron peak
elements from the spectra based on the AMBRE stellar parameters (Mikolaitis et al.
2017).

3.1

Gaia DR1: AMBRE and TGAS

Due to the disparate nature of the AMBRE sample, as a compilation of many different observing proposals and thus no overall consistent target selection, the Gaia
Data Release 1(DR1 Gaia Collaboration, Brown, et al. 2016) TGAS sample (Michalik, Lindegren, and Hobbs 2015) offers an opportunity to impose a coherent sample
definition on a subset of the AMBRE parameters. Hence a cross-match between the
UVES and HARPS datasets was made with TGAS.
The AMBRE dataset comprises stellar parameters on a per spectrum basis which
can be reduced to a per star basis so the cross-matching in this initial analysis returned
550 stars (2840 spectra) for UVES and 1299 stars (16228 spectra) for HARPS that
are within TGAS.
Figure 1 explores the two samples in terms of the Gaia Magnitudes, TGAS distance and AMBRE stellar parameters. The sample here is restricted to those within
1 kpc. The observing campaign for HARPS, that of local solar neighbourhood stars
searching for extra-solar planets, is evident in the more concentrated Main Sequence
at mainly solar metallicities. UVES in comparison is more extensive in coverage of
the giant branch and a comprehensive sample towards the metal-poor end. As UVES
is on the VLT, the greater collecting area available for that instrument compared to
HARPS means it is used for sampling stars at larger distances. For both instruments
the stars at greatest distance are primarily giants, which is to be expected as these are
intrinsically brighter than dwarf stars. The separation between thick and thin disk can
be seen in the distribution of the [α/Fe] with metallicity most clearly in the UVES
sample, but there is some small thick disk contribution in the HARPS sample. Further characterisation of the AMBRE:TGAS sample will be carried out by including
kinematics and detailed chemical abundances.

4.

Conclusion

The combination of the synthetic spectra grid and archived stellar parameters make
the AMBRE Spectral Library a useful tool in this era of large spectroscopic surveys.
Combined they provide a wide ranging dataset that can be used in a variety of projects
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Figure 1. AMBRE UVES (top row) and HARPS (bottom row) cross-match with TGAS showing: Left) the Gaia DR1 magnitude against TGAS distance (kpc); Centre) HR Diagram with
distance colour-map; Right) [α/Fe] against [M/H] with distance colour-map.

from designing upcoming surveys to complementing the ground-breaking data now
available via stellar surveys such as Gaia.
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